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Magyar Posta Zrt.
“Standards should be set up, best practices and solutions
shown, and the most prominent celebrated. But excellence
is not constant. Excellence passes.
We cannot rest on our laurels, because the better ones are
constantly coming. For excellence to be a continuous
process, we need to invest in updating and developing our
practices in order to have lasting competitive advantage.”
Dr. Irén Gyökér | Associate Professor at the
Budapest University of Technology and Economics

“In Hungary, we are restrained in the celebration of success
and excellence, while in Western Europe or the United
States, it is completely natural for people to be proud of
what they have achieved and to happily express
their pride. This is not just about vanity or self-praise.
We can all be inspired by and learn from the success of
others; therefore, I gladly welcome any initiative that
presents and celebrates valuable results.”
Veronika Pistyur | CEO of Bridge Budapest

“The secret of success and excellence is to surround
ourselves with people who are better than us in
something. If the boss wants to be the best in everything,
the company will not thrive.
At Graphisoft, I found better programmers than myself
relatively quickly (even though I was not bad either),
then a better project manager and financial manager,
then better salespeople, and eventually, when we became
a big company, a better CEO as well.”
Gábor Bojár | Founder of Graphisoft and Aquincum
Institute of Technology

“A remote example comes to mind in the person of
baroque architect and sculptor Giovanni Lorenzo Bernini.
The secret of his versatility, excellence and success was
that he was not only talented, but also very easygoing.
One can live, create and be excellent in an ambitious yet
serene way while not trying too hard.
Perhaps this is why Bernini lived 82 years.”
Prof. Ádám Sylvester DLA | Ybl Prize-winning architect
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Welcome message from the Ambassador
As one of Hungary’s major commercial
partners, the United Kingdom
is determined to raise awareness of
corporate values that promote
successful, responsible and sustainable
business and thus the overall
competitiveness of Hungary.

Iain Lindsay OBE
Her Majesty’s
Ambassador to Hungary

Investors in People Hungary is the local licence partner
of the British government’s initiative to encourage
organisations to implement the Investors in People Standard
as a framework that improves their business performance
and places them among the best and most successful
companies.
Organisational quality paves the way to business excellence.
We all need good examples to learn from.
The programme “Hungary’s Most Excellent Companies”,
initiated by Investors in People in partnership with the British
Chamber of Commerce in Hungary, aims to share best
practice and provide positive role models.
The programme awards organisations that apply
best practice in specific organisational areas and are able
to shape the business culture in Hungary, according to the
strict criteria of the Investors in People Standard. I am
delighted to see British investors based in Hungary fulfilling
these requirements.
My congratulations to the 2016 award winners!
This casebook gives their perspectives and offers a tour of
excellence.

© Photography by Tamás Kaszás

Hungary’s Most Excellent Companies award
Which companies are the role models
of business culture in Hungary?
What business practices make them
the most excellent? Why can they
be proud of their reputation as
an employer? How can they remain
successful in the long run?

The categories of the Hungary’s Most Excellent Companies
programme follow the indicator areas of the
Investors in People Standard. Some of the awarded
companies that have not yet achieved Investors in People
accreditation, but in some areas their practices have
proven remarkable even in international comparison.
Other awarded companies are accredited
organisations and have consistently been applying
good practices in all areas of the standard, and
thus enjoy considerable competitive advantage.

Award categories:
Investors in People Hungary and the British Chamber
of Commerce in Hungary are committed to representing
business values that have a positive effect on the
competitiveness of companies and the country.

•
•
•
•

Hungary’s Most Excellent Companies comply with the
criteria of excellence of the international Investors in People
Standard, and apply exceptionally good practices that are in
line with all or some of the 9 areas of the Investors in People
Standard. These organisations deserve special attention.

www.iip.hu

•
•
•
•
•

Leadership practices
Living the organisation’s values
Culture of empowerment and involvement
Managing performance
Culture of recognition
Organisational collaboration
Building organisational and individual capabilities
Innovation and continuous improvement
Focusing on future
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Category: Leadership practices
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016

Budapest Airport Zrt.
Following the bankruptcy of their
biggest customer, Budapest Airport
rewrote their short and medium term
strategies. Thanks primarily to the
aptitude and commitment of leaders
and their good practices,
the company was restored to growth
and is now more successful than ever.
The organisational background for
further ambitious plans is given:
employees trust their leaders
and many see them as role models.
Budapest Airport, as the first such
airport in continental Europe,
has been an Investors in People
accredited organisation since 2015.

The organisation
Liszt Ferenc International Airport, the largest airport of
Hungary, is operated by Budapest Airport Zrt. After its wins
in 2014 and 2015, Budapest Airport was awarded again
in 2016 the title of the “Best Airport in Eastern Europe”,
acknowledged by Skytrax based on passengers’ votes.
The company’s goal is to continue to maintain its leading
role in the region both in passenger traffic growth and
in the quality of services.

Thoughts on excellence
Amidst the ongoing changes in market conditions, the
environment and certain relations, excellence may be
the standard by which one can create the foundations for
business success. We believe it to be most important that all
our employees managing the company’s assets responsibly
can be part of a process that results in shared successes.

Excellent practices
Quality: Our principles are integrated, represent jointly
undertaken values, and apply to the entire organisation.
The objectives include precise quality requirements, are
clear and understandable for all employees of the company.
Leadership: By keeping tasks, relationships and change
in balance, we operate successful teams.

Leadership services such as support, flexibility, feedback,
management, development, work organisation and
information management are available to every employee.
Leaders provide a role model to be followed in co-operation,
customer-orientation and creative problem solving.
Co-operation: A common goal can be achieved in many
ways, but if we co-operate as partners, the management of
disagreements is also more efficient. In order to be able
to this, we need to know what everyone thinks. Co-operation
within the company is developed based on feedback
between different areas.
Renewal: When we see a forward-looking idea, we evaluate
the possibility of its implementation and utilise it. If we can
change things and innovate, we can be a step or two ahead
of the market.
Simplification: In today’s world, everything requires special,
personalised and often unique solutions. We agree with
this concept, but also find it important that these solutions
be simple and applicable to all. This also applies to our
internal processes and practices.

www.iip.hu

Category: Living the organisation’s values
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016

Magyar Posta Zrt. HR Organisation
The organisation
Magyar Posta, the Hungarian Post, is
Hungarian Post has around 30,000 employees,
one of the biggest employers in
2,700 service units, 350 mobile post office lines, a vehicle
Hungary. Its HR Organisation supports fleet of 3,000 and an extensive logistics network. Along with
the subsidiaries belonging to the Post Group, it provides
the company group’s business goals
its customers with a unique portfolio of services. One of the
values that lies in its traditions is the ability of
and the continuous harmonisation of organisation’s
renewal, with which it constantly demonstrates its reliability
and innovative market presence.
operational principles and values
undertaken by staff with exemplary
Thoughts on excellence
True excellence is invisible to those it is created by.
practices, while all employees of the
It primarily represents a way of thinking and internal
entire organisation are inclined for
motivation in organisational operation and partnerships that
are based on solid human values and respect. It withstands
change at an unprecedented rate by
time and is at the same time capable of constant renewal.
technological and business innovation. This is what can make the organisation successful as an
and external service provider and the community
The HR Organisation of the Hungarian internal
stronger day by day.
Post has been Investors in People
Excellent practices
accredited since 2006, and was among One of the guiding principles of exemplary
organisational practices is usefulness. Every business
the first in Europe to have obtained
decision has implications on an HR level, and HR practices
Gold level certification in 2015.
relate to business operation in numerous ways. The services
and solutions of HR are reflected upon their usefulness,
which is created by expertise and professional quality.
www.iip.hu

It is an important factor for our employees to feel that their
own contribution is useful.
For this reason, we have been using the international
accreditation system of the Investors in People Standard for
more than 10 years. It is a useful tool for diagnostics,
measurability and transparency, while also being a guarantee
for quality. Being future and solution-oriented, it supports
the periodic re-tuning of business goal driven organisational
operation. One of its special values is that the findings of the
reviews are based on personal feedback from our employees.
Among state-owned companies, the HR Organisation
of the Hungarian Post is a “flagship” organisation representing
this approach.
Another guiding principle is the presence of landmarks
in organisational culture. Employees are supported by
a written and unwritten target and ethical system in handling
changes. Our communities represent this through their
way of thinking and attitude, which are also present on the
level of daily habits.
For this reason, our organisational set of values is reviewed
regularly. Most recently, we published our Leadership and
Employee Benchmarks created by the community.
This is interpreted as a landmark norm that complies with
a culture and values established in the HR field. It contributes
to successful operation both on a personal and
organisational level.

Category: Culture of empowerment and involvement
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016
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SAP Hungary Kft.
The organisation
Excellent practices
SAP is the leading representative of
SAP Hungary Ltd. is leading player in the domestic business
One factor in the success of the organisation is that
a dynamic industry. Their outstanding information technology sector, whose solutions pervade
employees can work in a culture and atmosphere where
the
Hungarian
economy.
In
addition
to
the
introduction
everyone can develop themselves and realise their ideas.
practices demonstrate that they
and sales of software that support efficient operation, the
Everyone is a student and a teacher in one, as the learning
completely understand that a wellHungarian subsidiary employing 850 people also carries out
culture at SAP is largely based on “peer-to-peer ” learning
innovative and complex product development and
methods such as coaching, mentoring or shadowing.
functioning organisation is a commu- international product support.
Coaching at the company is not only a tool and
methodology that supports individual and organisational
nity of real partners, where employees
Thoughts on excellence
development and the achievement of success, but also the
provide the best of their abilities if they SAP believes that it is the employees of the company that
path of career fulfilment, which contributes to the increase
make it outstanding. This excellence has at least two pillars.
of the satisfaction and commitment of the best professionals.
receive support and self-reliance for
One is talent management, and more specifically leadership
Coaching is also a factor in recruiting, training and retention
their talent to unfold, and can particiempowerment and learning culture, which leads to the
strategy for the new generations, as it meets the needs of
evolution
of
talents
and
innovative
solutions.
The
other
pillar
those generations for readily available feedback and
pate in the shaping of their work envi- is the company’s mission, which is to offer solutions with
individual talent management and leadership development.
ronment and the decisions that affect which its customers can operate successfully and efficiently. Thanks partly to this approach, SAP is gradually moving
away from the traditional performance management and
them. SAP Hungary has been an Infeedback provision approach, which is characterised by one
or two performance review discussions per year. Instead,
vestors in People accredited company
they are approaching a new “lifestyle” which features regular
since May 2016. It is an outstanding
development discussions between managers and their
direct subordinates and the increasing empowerment of
achievement in Europe that the organiemployees in order for them to be capable to exercise
sation immediately achieved Gold
a multiplier effect on the whole organisation.
level during its first time accreditation.
www.iip.hu

Category: Managing performance
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016

Szabó Nyelviskola és Fordítóiroda Kft.
Szabó Language School is a small
business in Nyíregyháza with
client base extending over the whole
country. The organisation ensures
with exemplary practices that its
employees’ need for quality
and performance and their positive
attitude is continuous. Performance
is not an unpleasant constraint for
the company and its employees, but
a common denominator, a common
interest, to which all relate with the
same commitment. Szabó Language
School’s award is the first step towards
international Investors in People
accreditation.
www.iip.hu

The organisation

Excellent practices

The language school is involved in language teaching,
translation, interpreting and book publishing. It provides its
clients in the county and Western Hungary with personalised,
flexible language learning opportunities. Its translation and
interpretation services are carried out by excellent, nationally
recognised professionals. Its language learning publications
are prepared in co-operation with colleagues experienced in
testing in order to meet market demands and competition
domestically as well as abroad.

Given that one of our main services is language teaching,
our teachers are given freedom in how to compile the
training material so that it is tailored to the customer, taking
into account the needs and abilities of the participants while
also conforming to their own teaching style. Depending on
the nature of the courses, a varied recognition system is
applied within the company, also making sure that everyone
has equal opportunities to improve and be evaluated
through different levels and types of trainings while their
performance also being continuously measured.
We take into account individual abilities and talents as well
as the needs of our staff so that they can reach their full
potential, finding the tasks (in the areas of teaching,
translation, interpretation and language teaching material
writing) that not only serve their own, but also the
company’s development. In order for these values to be
revealed, we often provide the opportunity for individual
conversations or monthly meetings.
Our own language teaching publications are provided for
participants in national and international conferences,
training courses and corporate language trainings as gifts.
Our aim is to work with satisfied, motivated colleagues
and partners with whom we plan for the long term, since
this is what ensures that the company creates value with
its reliability and loyalty.

Thoughts on excellence
In business, the most important thing is for the Language
school to be reliable and at the same time flexible in its
relationship with partners, because this is how it can best
meet their rapidly changing needs. We consider it important
to adapt with constant renewal, the introduction of
innovations and the revision of dysfunctional processes.
Excellence is responsibility and providing an example, as
being excellent in our field of operation also means that
the best service is expected from us.
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Category: Culture of recognition
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016

Unilever Magyarország Kft.
Unilever’s local subsidiary has
developed remarkable practices
beyond their global initiatives on
how to increase business results
while continuously maintaining
a friendly and inspiring atmosphere.
At the company, constructive
feedback and the appreciation of
results and value creation are
a natural part of everyday operation.
Unilever Hungary, as the first
representative of the domestic
FMCG sector, has been an
Investors in People accredited
organisation since 2014.

The organisation

Excellent practices

Unilever is present with more than 400 brands in
190 countries around the world in the food, cosmetics and
household cleaning product market. The local subsidiary of
the 120-year-old company was established in 1991.
Unilever Hungary Ltd., together with the subsidiaries in
Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina are parts of
the Hungary and Adria Region company group
headquartered in Budapest.

At Unilever, we think that recognition is a very strong
culture-shaping means, and that is why we do our best to
apply it as much as possible.
It is the basic principle of our performance evaluation
process to distinguish and reward real performance.
In addition, we continuously improve our feedback culture
with campaigns and trainings, because our aim is to give
each other feedback as often as possible, which includes the
positive recognition of achievements as well.
There are certain prizes and recognition opportunities
in the various parts of the organisation where we can reward
and highlight individual and group achievements and efforts
along the lines of Unilever’s values and strategic goals.
Such categories are for example innovation, outstanding
business results, continuous improvement and development,
people management and development, safety or the time
spent within the organisation. Anyone can make suggestions
regarding who to be awarded, and we highlight and
recognise excellence not only on a domestic but also on
an international level.
In addition to the above, our goal is to find the opportunities
in everyday business life to stop and celebrate our greater
or lesser successes, and to thank one another on the level of
smaller business units as well.

Thoughts on excellence
Unilever employs 169,000 people worldwide and more than
1,700 in Hungary. We know that big changes can only be
achieved through our employees. That is why we invest in
the professional and personal development of our staff and
offer attractive benefits and a unique corporate culture
that supports continuous improvement, diversity, learning,
high performance, and a supportive atmosphere.

www.iip.hu

Category: Organisational collaboration
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016

p2m Consulting Kft.
p2m Consulting is a Budapest-based
consulting company that provides
expert business services as a small
business to other small businesses.
Its credibility lies in the team, which
developed highly creative and flexible
solutions to promote thinking and
creating values together and to
maintain the interesting nature and
diversity of tasks. They believe that
this is what ensures the quality of
services and customer satisfaction.

The organisation
We operate similarly to a car racer’s background team.
Although it is the driver who is behind the wheel, there is
a support team to enable them to bring out their best.
Our partners represent almost all sectors of domestic
industry and services. Responsible employment, ethical
business behaviour, environmental and energy awareness,
the professional support and mentoring of start-ups
are crucial for us, and our greatest value is the expertise
and individuality of our staff.

Thoughts on excellence
A consulting company is expected to be reliable, up-to-date,
in possession of sufficient professional knowledge and
the ability to share this knowledge. Our employees expect
a stable background in return for their loyalty and expertise.
We must therefore be able to recognise changes and
improve continuously, pay attention to ethical norms
and the interests of society, people and the environment.
In everyday life, we might not even think about the fact
that this is what excellence really is.

Excellent practices
Continuous and sincere dialogue and joint planning help
a great deal in working for clear and common goals, and in
order for employees to feel “at home” in the whole company
beyond their respective fields.
www.iip.hu

We incorporate our employees’ concepts and ideas into
our common strategy. We conduct regular performance
reviews and self-assessment meetings, and our operations
are reviewed and updated regularly.
All our new employees take part in the p2m New Entry
Programme. Our entrants are helped by a mentor in
the integration and professional learning process towards
independent work.
In order to keep our knowledge base up-to-date and provide
opportunities for exchanging information, we organise
professional days where actualities and new methodologies
are shared within the framework of internal trainings.
Being a small company, the individual’s concern is also the
community’s concern. Together we can facilitate and make
our co-operation and development opportunities easier
to plan. That is why we introduced the p2m Individual
Career Model and the system of consultancy disciplines that
can be linked to the Personal Development Plan, enabling
our employees to think ahead and have a forward looking
approach spanning as much as up to 10-15 years.

Category: Building organisational and individual capabilities
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016
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MagiCom Kft.
The organisation
MagiCom Ltd. is a small BudapestWe provide our partners with the most modern
based company that provides
technological support as an ICT company advocating the
classic values of the service. We constantly monitor the
IT outsourcing services and is active
latest trends and solutions in the outsourcing of IT services
in several European countries.
and in information security management, which are the key
pillars of our company. Our operation is supervised from
They believe that being up-to-date is
two headquarters, as in addition to Budapest, we have also
not enough in information technology, opened an office in London.
and that real competitive advantage
Thoughts on excellence
can only be achieved if the employees’ True talent will always make itself noticed with unique
creations and originality. We are also aware that exceptional
and the organisation’s abilities focus
performance can mostly be achieved through hard work,
learning and openness to novelty. For us, excellence
on the future, and that is why they
is present in the tiniest details that have been rehearsed
exemplarily and consciously invest in
a thousand times, but also in creative solutions, which
we have always pursued. In addition, it is also there in our
shaping these skills. MagiCom has
colleagues keeping contact with clients or providing
been an Investors in People accredited support in the background.
organisation since 2007, with Gold
Excellent practices
A service based on the most modern technologies can only
level certification achieved in 2016.

be provided by a team of experts in possession of up-to-date
professional knowledge. Our employees’ skills are our greatest
asset, and their quality of work contributes to the quality of
our services.

What could be more important than constantly motivating
and developing them in the long run?
With our activities, we have strived for nearly fifteen years to
maintain a high level of satisfaction among our customers,
our employees and the company’s management as well.
For us, continuous exchange of information, regular advocacy
and proactive business thinking represent a natural attitude.
As part of our performance evaluation system, we provide
our colleagues with feedback on the quality of their work,
and at the same time also map out their personal career
plan and co-ordinate it with the future strategic needs
of our partners. We provide development opportunities to
our experts jointly funded with our customers.
We think in the long term and welcome fresh graduates
and students, providing them with an attractive professional
career path with continuous mentoring. We pay attention to
the maintenance of work-life balance. We provide a pleasant
working atmosphere with flexible working hours, atypical
employment opportunities, remote work as well as numerous
family events.
We are active members of several professional organisations
and regularly support institutions and associations in need,
with our colleagues always being pleased to join our
volunteer programmes and charity initiatives.

www.iip.hu

Category: Innovation and continuous improvement
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016

CERTOP Kft.
The organisation
CERTOP Product and System
Since its foundation nearly two decades ago, CERTOP has
Certification Ltd. is a Hungarian-owned become a major player in the domestic certification market.
and accredited certification company. Awareness and recognition of the company is evidenced by
more than 8,000 documents and certificates that they have
It is a natural part of their operation
issued in Hungary and the neighbouring countries.
has seven valid system accreditations in various
to continuously evaluate and improve CERTOP
fields, and the company’s processes are regularly monitored
their services, and they practice a high by accrediting organisations.
degree of flexibility in serving
Thoughts on excellence
In the organisational culture, it has been important from
their partners, while fully complying
the beginning to always be flexible and capable of renewal,
with regulatory and accreditation
which is essential in such market competition and the
changing legal environment. The defined tasks and
requirements applying to certification rapidly
jobs help smooth daily operation, flexible adaptation to
companies. The organisation’s
change, innovative thinking, and the need for continuous
improvement, which is a part of the everyday practice at
innovative attitude and ability of
our company.
renewal guarantee that they can keep
pace with international competitors
and are able to provide real business
value for its customers.

www.iip.hu

Excellent practices
As a certification company, rule and standard-compliant
behaviour would be sufficient, but CERTOP is at the forefront
of adapting standards: we are the first to introduce
these and adjust our operation in accordance with the new
requirements, or to create a completely new practice not
based on the traditional approach. We have developed,
introduced and effectively put in use a unique, self-designed
database software to record the competencies and
evaluate the performance of our professional staff of nearly
100 people.
We are aware that there are people involved in the processes,
and human resources is the most important success factor
in a management system, or in other words, running the
company. A smart leader knows that they can only create
organisational culture and shape it into a value and business
performance together with their employees.
The involvement of colleagues, the fine-tuning of our
compensation system, the development of managerial
performance, and the expansion of strategic thinking
to the entire organisation all demonstrate the company’s
commitment to excellence and continuous improvement.
With our activities we want to have an impact on our certified
partners and spread the organisational culture of excellence.
Our motto: INFORMATION, INNOVATION, INSPIRATION.

Category: Focusing on future
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016
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Szatmár Optikai Kft.
The organisation
Excellent practices
Szatmár Optika, the optical plant in
Within the Specsavers Group, Szatmár Optika incorporates
The company is proud to have maintained its forward-looking
Mátészalka of British Specsavers Opti- several production manufacturing units and a logistics
approach to human resource development even with
centre,
which
is
unique
within
the
company.
Its
main
activity
a growth in production quantities and customer base.
cians is a subsidiary of special imporis the manufacture of prescription lenses and the
Staff was involved in the development of processes, they
tance for the parent company.
assembly of glasses according to individual customer needs.
have the opportunity to work in an environment that is much
In addition, the logistics centre handles the delivery
above average, and are provided with a variety of benefits.
The organisation is a well-known and of 1,600 different types of frames as per customer and
Vacant positions are primarily filled in by existing employees
production needs in the Central European region.
in order for the company to provide an opportunity for
respected employer in the region
career advancement, new challenges and improvement.
with active social relationships and
Thoughts on excellence
The involvement of staff is ensured by regular forums where
Excellent product at an affordable price is the basic
all employees receive the information necessary for business
remarkable value-added community
philosophy of Specsavers, the realisation of which
operation and can express their opinions on topics that
programmes. The company
is supported by Szatmár Optika with high-level customer
are of interest to them.
service,
great
quality,
and
continuous
efforts
for
ensure a shared and sustainable future, Szatmár Optika
consciously aligns business goals with improvement. The skilled workforce and modern equipment To
pays special attention to the preservation of employees’
the principles of sustainable operation, controlled by a major IT system play an important role in
health and supports it with free leisure activities.
The company cares for the environment and helps with the
the high-quality service of customers.
and shapes them while thinking in the The exceptional working environment and continuous
continuous development of waste management and
the introduction of new technologies. In the field of social
development opportunities help improve employees’
long run. This award is an important
responsibility, it actively supports local communities and its
commitment.
milestone on the path to their internaown employees in need by organising volunteer work
and collecting donations. These activities are defined and
tional Investors in People accreditation,
organised by the “charity council” consisting of the
which is one of the company’s
organisations’ employees.
strategic objectives.
www.iip.hu

Special award
Hungary’s Most Excellent Company 2016

Maltacourt Hungary Kft.
The organisation
Maltacourt Hungary Ltd. is the
Maltacourt Hungary provides complex logistics
domestic subsidiary of the UK-based
services by road, air and sea freight, warehousing and
related supplementary activities (customs clearance,
international logistics provider.
representation etc.). Our customers from all over the world
The company is on a path of intensive make use of our ever-expanding range of services
that we provide them at the highest level and quality.
growth, and the mergers may be
accompanied by organisational stress Thoughts on excellence
secret to our excellence is our efforts aimed at
whose resolution is a serious challenge. The
continuous innovation and maximal customer satisfaction.
What enables us to achieve this is the continuing support
To manage the business growth,
of our parent company and the excellent professional and
the company is in possession
human qualities of our motivated staff. Growth, stable
flexible management together with a dynamic daily
of remarkable organisational practices. and
operation result in the most favourable business
Maltacourt Hungary’s special award
combination.
opens whole new opportunities for
Excellent practices
employees, and consciously supports The cohesive and loyal team is an excellent example of
co-operation. The working atmosphere inspires the company,
them to grow and develop together
but also exceeds it, because it is also communicated towards
the customers, which affects their satisfaction. Employee
with the company.

fluctuation at the company has been minimal for a long while,
which indicates stability towards the customers, thereby
increasing Maltacourt’s brand value.

www.iip.hu

In order for every aspect (employees, clients, working
conditions etc.) to receive due attention at the company
even during intense business growth, leadership
has expanded the functions of HR, which already provides
training and team building in addition to administrative
tasks.
We have unified the rules of internal and external
communication (e.g. in relation to insurance events, a single
staff member in charge of insurance shall communicate with
clients and colleagues until the end of the process).
This way our customers experience a unified, professional
attitude on the company’s side from the very beginning,
which is maintained throughout the whole process.
All these practices strengthen confidence in the company
on the customers’ side, since employee satisfaction
and the company’s loyalty towards them serves as a brand
strengthening factor, thus serving short and long-term
goals alike.

Because good people
make a great business

Get in touch with our registered
Investors in People practitioners!
support @iip.hu
www.iip.hu
www.investorsinpeople.com
www.bcch.com
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